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Main Objectives: CECA Africa had placed 3 main objectives for 2019 as follows

1. To update membership records for CECA Africa
2. To make visible Africa’s Education and Cultural programs visible in CECA and ICOM as a whole
3. To bring to members attention the activities of CECA and ICOM on a regular basis
4. Increase CECA /ICOM activities like conferences and workshops on the Africa continent

Meeting the Objectives:

1. CECA Membership list:
   Having done an audit on CECA Africa membership list in 2017 and 2018, it was clear that CECA membership list needs update. A process has started to update the list by contacting ICOM National groups in the region. This process is ongoing. We hope to have a complete documentation by the end of 2019.

2. Visibility of CECA Africa Education activities
   CECA members in the region have been contacted to share their Education and Cultural activities. Education and Cultural activities are the strength of many Museums. We want to start sharing these programs on the CECA page.

3. Communications on CECA and ICOM
   CECA /ICOM activities were brought to the attention of members through emails.
   With a new updated list of membership, we hope that this will improve the communications.